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In most respects, the sporting world has been focused on World Cup Futbol from South Africa for
the last month. I found myself enjoying many of the matches I watched and learned to appreciate the
way the game is presented. The clock runs forward, often the viewer has to squint at the pitch due to

the tremendous distance covered by the cameras, and at least once every
game one of the teams scores. Yes, I am an arrogant American. I know nothing.
All that is required of me is that I nibble on my bourgeoise Triscuits, sip some
Two-Buck-Chuck and shut up about soccer. Meanwhile, in a far away galaxy…
Major League baseball is still being played. That I feel slightly more comfortable
talking about. Baseball, America’s Pastime (once upon an eon ago, before
NFL football, Ultimate Fighting, Superstars of Poker and Women’s Beach
Volleyball), heads into it’s mid-season break with All-Star Festivities from
Anaheim tonight. The Monday night feature is always the home run hitting

derby, in which some of the league’s best sluggers take batting practice pitches from their friends,
or old high-school coaches (this is always fun, because fans get to watch some 90-year old retiree
get lathered up throwing 30 lobs to an amped up big leaguer). If this isn’t your style, fear not. Dale
Earnhardt Jr. is going to be featured on a repeat of MTV’s Cribs at about the same time (“This is
where I keep my beer. Oh, and over here is where I keep my other beer.”).

I started to wonder recently why regular shmoes don’t have an All-Star break*. Sure, we get
vacations and conferences. I can’t recall any examples of the super-studs among us getting sent to
a big-time competition to show off our particular skill, however. There isn’t really a home run derby
for accountants. Fans of nurses don’t vote to send their favorites as starters in the All-Nurse games
(I might have to start that). Maybe there could be specialized All-Star competitions for the best of the
best in real life occupations. Here are some suggestions:

Cable-Network Programmers: There is a reason that you rose to the head of the industry and
became the taste maker for basic cable subscribers. That decision to show Forrest Gump
twice a day, every day for the past five years has landed you in the All-Star Basic Cable
Scheduling Competition. Now you’ll match wits with the best executives in the industry as you
line up sassy detective dramas featuring washed-up Baywatch hotties against sassy talk
shows featuring washed up late night network comedians. Winners keep their jobs.

City Bus Drivers: In your locality you are the kings and queens of running over pedestrians and
artfully flinging old ladies from the steps of your buses as you pull away curbs. Do you have
what it takes to compete against the toughest drivers in the country? You can see if you’ve got
the right stuff in head-to-head contests such as : What’s That Smell (oh, it’s me)? Can I Get
Two Passengers To Stop Making Out If I Hit A Pothole Fast Enough? What Would Sandra
Bullock Do?  You Can’t Have A Transfer! Winners receive a box of No-Doze.

Lifetime Movie All-Stars. There are actors and then there are Lifetime Movie Channel actors.
Competition categories include: Over-Emoting On Cue, Over-Emoting Impromptu, Over-
Emoting When The Scene Clearly Doesn’t Call For It, Love Scenes That Aren’t Humanly
Possible and, finally, Chuck Norris. Winners receive at least a decade of getting to put titles
on their resume like “Mother, May I Speak With Danger?” and “All The Cancer, Infidelity,
Personality Disorders and Bad Dialogue We Could Fit Into Two Hours.”     ‘Off to buy some
Triscuits.    *Major League Baseball actually runs a nationwide program called All-Stars
Among Us, in which citizens are spotlighted during the festivities for their humanitarian and
social work in everyday life. You can vote for these individuals through MLB’s website.
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